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2017/18 was a great year at EPICentre. 

The partnership with St. Clair College 

to extend EPICentre’s programs and 

services to EPIC Genesis is going very 

well and will continue with funding 

support from the Ontario Centres of 

Excellence’ Campus Start program. 

In addition to a wide range of over 100 

programs and services hosted, this year, 

we launched some exciting new initiatives:

S O C I A L  I N N O V A T I O N  I N I T I A T I V E

EPICentre joined the Social Enterprise Southwest Initiative led by Pillar Nonprofit Network in April 2017. Along with the 

successful grant application through Libro Credit Union’s Libro Prosperity Grant in September 2017, EPICentre started to 

dive into the social innovation space. In January 2018, fifteen organizations attended EPICentre’s Social Innovation Strategy 

Summit to develop a basis for a cohesive and impactful strategy on social innovation and social enterprise development in the 

Windsor-Essex region. In March 2018, EPICentre hosted a community event called Fueling Social Enterprise Summit to provide 

participants the opportunity to increase their knowledge in the sector, to network with experts within the social enterprise 

ecosystem, and to hear stories from successful social innovators. The summit featured Ilana Ben-Ari, Founder and CEO of 

Twenty One Toys. In the coming year, EPICentre will host Libro-EPIC-Pillar Workshop Series and Libro Social Innovation Pitch 

Competition, and run a social enterprise accelerator program called Libro-EPIC Social Enterprise Program.

Figure 1 Fueling Social Enterprise Summit
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In the fall of 2017, EPICentre launched Print For Healthcare Initiative in partnership with Hotel-Dieu Grace 

Healthcare, to encourage students and community members to identify, research and propose a new 

or improved device using 3D printing technology that would benefit the healthcare field. The 3-month 

long initiative started with a kick-off event with David Schonthal, a design thinking and innovation expert 

from IDEO as keynote speaker in October 

2017, followed by Idea to Market Seminar 

hosted by WEtech Alliance and mentoring 

and 3D printing sessions with community 

mentors and 3D printing partners. Finally, 

the initiative culminated with a showcase 

event in January 2018 where the finalists 

presented their 3D printed prototypes to a 

panel of judges for over $10,000 prizes in 

cash and in-kind. 

N E W  M A K E R S P A C E

EPICentre launched a new makerspace inside EPIC Industrial Hub in March 2018 called 

EPIC Makers’ Base. The goal of this membership-free program is to encourage 

students and recent graduates from all disciplines to learn new skills, to share 

and test new ideas and to create prototypes. The makerspace is equipped with 

3D printers, CO2 laser cutter/engraver, soldering stations, sewing machine, 

and various hand tools. Along with this new initiative, EPICentre also started 

the Make It & Take It Workshop Series featuring instructional workshops where 

attendees have the opportunity to obtain hands-on learning experience from the 

instructors and get to take home their creations.

Figure 3 EPIC Makers’ Base

Figure 2 Print for Healthcare Showcase
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In Fall 2017, EPICentre once again took part in an international collaborative project between Oxford 

Brookes University in the UK and Odette School of Business. This international multidisciplinary 

graduate course consisted of students from diverse disciplines (this year: Business, Law and Biology). 

UWindsor students provided commercialization consulting to Oxford Brookes bioscience students and 

faculty. Students from both institutions had the opportunity to visit each other for a week throughout 

the semester. More about it at: www.frombiotobusiness.wordpress.com

Dr. Francine Schlosser is a partner in a SSHRC-funded research project called Building Migrant 

Resilience in Cities. This is a multi-sector research partnership established in 2016 involving academic, 

non-profits and government to explore how institutions can facilitate migrant settlement in urban areas 

across Quebec and Ontario by exploring the concept of social resilience. Four UWindsor research 

assistant students, Jacqueline Vres, Nila Das, Ashley Baez and Arielle Opler, worked on various projects 

under this initiative.

Figure 4 International collaboration with Oxford Brookes University

Research & Educational Activities
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Jacqueline and Nila’s research focused on discovering strengths and building capacity in international 

students. Ashley and Arielle investigated how small drama-based groups can influence newcomer 

youth and their social development through their social enterprise Drama as a Second Language. This 

research is important to EPICentre because international students make up approximately 20% of 

UWindsor’s student population, which may have a significant impact in the entrepreneurial intention in 

Windsor-Essex.

In August 2017, EPICentre welcomed Dr. Marcia 

Carvalho de Azevedo, a visiting scholar from 

the University of Sao Paolo in Brazil to work 

with Dr. Francine Schlosser at EPICentre for a 

year to research 1) how to engage employees in 

innovative thinking and product development and 

2) differences in innovative thinking among career 

entrepreneurs and later stage entrepreneurs. 

Wen Teoh and Nicole Anderson represented EPICentre to present a panel “What Should University 

Entrepreneurship Centres Be Addressing?” at the Global Consortium of Entrepreneurship Centres 

Conference at Dalhousie University in October 2017. The conference was attended by over 300 

delegates from entrepreneurship centres all around the globe.

EPICentre’s Faculty Fellows Program has attracted new collaboration opportunities with various 

disciplines across campus in the year. The purpose of the Faculty Fellows Program is to encourage inter-

disciplinary collaboration around creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. Some of the projects this 

year include Dr. Gokul Bhandari’s project in developing a prototypical web applications for visualizing 

data from different sectors such as business, healthcare, education, society and transportation in the 

Windsor-Essex region; Dr. Brent Lee’s project in producing third-party tools for popular commercial 

music software; and Dr. Jill Urbanic’s project in providing Fortus 400 additive manufacturing services 

to the campus community and beyond. Detail information on the Faculty Fellows Program can be found 

on www.epicentreuwindsor.ca/faculty-fellows. 

Research & Educational Activities

Figure 5 Ashley Baez Abreu, Research Student
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EPICentre supported a total of 126 startup companies and student ventures in 2017-18, 

consisting of students and youth in the EPIC Discovery Program, RBC EPIC Founders 

Program, and EPIC Incubation Program.

H I G H L I G H T S  O F  E P I C E N T R E ’ S  S TA R T U P S

Ameen Fadel

EPIC SOCIAL ENTERPRISE FEATURE:  Drama As A Second Language

Drama student Ashley Baez and her co-founder Arielle Opler launched a social enterprise entitled “Drama as 
a Second Language (DSL)” in January 2018 after completing the EPIC Founders Fall Program. DSL piloted its 
English Conversational Group program for international students in the Windsor-Essex community in partnership 
with the Centre of English Language Development at the University of Windsor, and finished up their second DSL: 
After School Program at Catholic Central High School. The program has been participated by 80 youths in its 

pilot program. 

EPIC SUSTAINABLE FOOD FEATURE: Cedar Valley Selections

Cedar Valley Selections (www.cedarvalleyselections.ca) produces all natural, preservative free foods. Using 
only fresh and high quality ingredients, Cedar Valley Selections provides everyday alternatives to make eating 
healthy a whole lot easier. After receiving a $3,000 grant from the Summer Company program through Windsor-
Essex Small Business Centre, Ameen Fadel (Founder & President) started his company at the age of 16. Now 
a first year Business student at the University of Windsor and an Incubator member at the EPICentre, Ameen 
continues to take his company to new levels. Working alongside his family and using his mother’s signature 
recipes, Ameen and Cedar Valley Selections are hard at work to bring more everyday healthy products to their 
customers. Their products are currently sold in 25 stores from Windsor-Essex to London, Ontario. With big plans 
to have their products in every large retailer, the company is working on the big box stores such as Sobeys, 
Metro, Whole Foods, Loblaws, and more. The company has also recently opened up their own store front in 
Lakeshore, Ontario.

Ashley Baez & Arielle Opler
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H I G H L I G H T S  O F  E P I C E N T R E ’ S  S TA R T U P S

EPIC HEALTH INNOVATION FEATURE: Sarjan

Kalkin completed his Master of Engineering (MEng) from the University of Windsor in 2016. Kalkin joined 

the EPIC Founders Fall Program in October 2017 to work on his idea in providing 3D printing and software 

solutions to hospital, dental offices and medical schools. After completing the program, Kalkin has pivoted his 

original idea to now concentrate his technology in the rehabilitative healthcare space. Sarjan’s digital ecosystem 

consists of two platforms: Artificial Intelligence based Recovery Assistant (AIRA) allows patients to perform 

physical therapy at home, maximizing engagement and clinical outcome while ensuring full data accountability. 

Assistive Device Delivery Platform Image Recognition based system (ADDP) allows clinicians to deliver custom 

assistive device digitally. Kalkin is currently an EPIC Incubator member.

EPIC PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PROFILE: Windsor Rent

Clarke, a 3rd year business student joined EPIC Discovery Program in early 2017 when he came up with the idea 

of creating a new platform that would simplify the tenant-screening and marketing process for landlords. Clarke 

and his business partner Colin Hart subsequently joined the RBC EPIC Founders Program in summer 2017 to 

launch their business, Windsor Rent. Shortly after they completed the RBC EPIC Founders Program, a private 

investor joined the company to give the company a boost. Windsor Rent grew so rapidly throughout the year that 

it caught the attention of one of the largest real estate agents in the region who then acquired the company in 

May 2018.

EPIC ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING INNOVATION PROFILE: Pep Corp

Parker Drouillard, a 3rd year Computer Science Honors student, founded Pep Corp. when he was still in high 

school. Pep Corp. is an additive manufacturing, otherwise known as 3D Printing, firm based in Windsor, Ontario. 

Focusing on low costs and high quality, the young tech startup is rapidly focusing in sectors including Healthcare 

and Automotive. Aiming to continually improve the availability of cost effective manufacturing, Pep Corp. has 

supplied parts globally including Europe, South America, South Africa and more! With all production, machine 

assembly, and calibration in house, the company is able to quickly scale to meet growing demands while still 

insuring the highest quality parts. With plans in the working for automation and dramatically increased scale 

production, the company aims to address future needs as new processes open the technology to additional 

projects. After completing the 2017 Fall EPIC Founders program, Pep Corp. is an incubator member in the EPIC 

Industrial hub with a dedicated team and are determined to continue to spread the value of their services.

Kalkin Shelat

Clarke Gallie

Parker Drouillard
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Awareness/Outreach Activities

C A M P U S  &  C O M M U N I T Y  E N G A G E M E N T

EPICentre hosted a total of 132 programs, competitions, workshops, tours, events and class presentations that were participated 

by 5,747 students and youth from the community from May 1, 2017 to April 30, 2018.

EPICentre hosted the 2nd RBC EPIC Business Model Canvas Competition on November 17th and 18th, 2017. Thirty teams from 

all across Ontario entered but only sixteen were selected to compete in the semi-finals round in Windsor. Finally, six teams 

went through to the final round to compete for over $15,000 prizes in cash and in-kind. The winner of the competition also 

received automatic entry into the Canada Business Model Competition at Dalhousie in February, 2018.

EPICentre presented the inaugural “New Kids on the Blockchain”, a half-day conference on blockchain technology on November 

28, 2017. Speakers included Karen Hsu, the Head of Growth at BlockCypher and Amy ter Haar, the President of Integra Canada. 

Over 50 students and community members benefitted from this blockchain 101 event.

Figure 6 2017 RBC EPIC Business Model Canvas Competition
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EPICentre partnered with St. Clair College to host the first ever Windsor-Essex Mini Maker Faire (www.windsoressex.

makerfaire.com) on February 24, 2018 at St. Clair College. Other collaborating partners included WEtech Alliance, Hackforge, 

and the Windsor Essex Catholic District School Board. The community-focused family event brought over 20 makers to 

exhibit their creations and was attended by over 300 people. This was a great event to showcase Windsor-Essex creativity to

the community.

In celebration of the International Women’s Day, EPICentre hosted an event called “Strong Female Lead: Inside the Minds 

of Female Social Media Influencers” on March 6, 2018 at Ciociaro Club. The panel discussion joined by three social media 

influencers from Toronto and Windsor-Essex attracted 120 attendees. This event was the finale of the Social Media Series that 

took place earlier in the month, which consisted of events “How to Position Yourself as a Successful Social Media Influencer” 

and the “Blogging 101: Do’s & Don’ts of Content Marketing” that took place in EPICentre and EPIC Genesis, respectively.

EPICentre continues to reach out to the alumni. In September 2017, EPICentre hosted a reunion networking event in Windsor to 

connect with past students and members of the Centre for Enterprise and Law (CEL) and EPICentre. EPICentre also partnered 

with the Faculty of Law and Odette School of Business to host an MBA-JD Alumni Reunion in Toronto in March 2018.

C A M P U S  &  C O M M U N I T Y  E N G A G E M E N T

Figure 7 & 8 Windsor-Essex Mini Maker Faire
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M A R K E T I N G  C A M P A I G N S

EPICentre was very active in its marketing campaigns throughout the year. An article titled “Developing and Innovation Cluster in Windsor 
Essex” co-written by Dr. K.W. Michael Siu and Dr. Francine Schlosser was published on the National Post on June 29th, 2017 as part of their 
Canadian Innovation campaign celebrating Canada 150th birthday. Through UWindsor’s alumni magazine The View, EPICentre’s ad reached 
over 67,000 viewers. EPICentre’s ads with Windsor Star and Postmedia to promote various programs and events have also generated over 
40,000 impressions. Locally, EPICentre ran a marketing ad at all Imagine Cinemas locations in Windsor for thirteen weeks from December 
2017 to March 2018. The video ad reached over 76,000 viewers in that period.

EPICentre stayed engaged with the community through various sponsorships such as the Chamber of Commerce’ Business Excellence 
Award, the Schulich Windsor Campus Celebration of Excellence Dinner, Build A Dream March Break Coding Camp, and WEtech Alliance’s 
Nerd Olympics. On campus, EPICentre sponsored various student clubs such as the Enactus UWindsor, Enactus St. Clair, Odette Commerce 
Society, Golden Future South Africa, TEDxUWindsor, Windsor JDCC and activities such as UWill Discovery Conference and Skate the Date 
event. EPICentre’s ad also appeared on Campus Compass, an information guide for new students on all things on campus.

In celebration of Windsor’s 125th birthday, EPICentre launched a social media campaign 
called “125 for 125” to celebrate Windor-Essex entrepreneurs. The campaign was covered 
by CBC News. EPICentre’s social media followers have also grown significantly. In addition 
to Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, EPICentre launched its Instagram account. Facebook Ads 
have proven to be an effective marketing tool. EPICentre’s Facebook ad campaigns reached 
over 66,000 people in the year. EPICentre’s social media has over 5,500 subscribers; and over 
7,400 people subscribed to EPICentre’s newsletters and email communications.
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Through our involvement with the Medhealth Cluster, EPICentre was able to keep itself plugged into the medhealth ecosystem in the region. 
EPICentre’s incubator member, Sarjan, was invited to a panel discussion at the MedHealth Summit in April 2018. Medhealth Cluster is a 
regional collaboration connecting, convening, and educating the medical innovation ecosystem in Southeast Michigan and Southwest Ontario.

EPICentre hosted an international exchange student, Juliet Garcia from Universidad de Guadalajara in Mexico in the summer of 2017 through 
Mitacs Globalink Research Internship program. Supervised by Dr. Francine Schlosser, Juliet’s internship at EPICentre focussed on developing 
a regional and institutional entrepreneurial culture at the University of Windsor.

EPICentre sponsored and hosted the first ever Border City Financial Case Competition in March 2018. This competition was led and organized 
by undergraduate finance students from the Odette School of Business. Eight teams from both Canadian and American universities participated 
in the competition.

CROSS BORDER & INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Figure 9 125 for 125 Social Media Campaign
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In collaboration with Genesis Centre at St. Clair College, EPICentre was successful in 

securing $200,000 grant from the Campus Start 3.0 program from The Ontario Centres of 

Excellence. This is the 3rd round funding of the Campus-Linked Accelerator program. 

EPICentre received grants to launch social innovation 

programming from Libro Prosperity Grant ($89,140) and 

the Social Enterprise Partnership for Southwest Ontario 

Initiative ($43,100).

Maureen Lucas, a local entrepreneur, contributed $20,000 

to the Lucas Imagine Fund to support entrepreneurship 

activities at EPICentre.
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